Universal Stringing Roller Adapters & Dumping Stringing Roller Adapters

5927 Adjustable Insulator Adapter

An infinite angle roller with adapters and fittings for a wide variety of conductor stringing applications.

The No. 5927 Adapter is used on vertical or horizontal tie top insulators in conjunction with Lindsey’s No. 5902, 5902-B and 5903 Rollers and may be installed at angles of 15°, 45°, 75° & 90°.

(Note: the 5902 and 5903 require No. 5906 Angle Attachment to be installed at 90.).

The adapter is furnished with neoprene neck liners permanently bonded and molded in place to protect the insulator from damage while providing a tight grip on the insulator neck and will fit neck sizes 2 1/8" to 3 1/2" diameter. The conductor may be energized while in the roller.

The No. 5927 Adapter features heavy duty 112" threaded adjustment rods protected from damage if dropped from the pole by the large casting that clamps on the insulator neck.

Materials are lightweight high strength 356-T6 aluminum alloy, all ferrous metals electro zinc plated.
Safe working load is 2,500 pounds.
Weight: 4 pounds.